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The need for economic growth

Japanese unemployment rate and GDP growth (annual %)
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Source: World Bank



Demographic circumstances

Population composition and labour force development
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Source: World Bank, National Bureau of Population
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When will the music stop?

Japan General Government Gross Debt to GDP

Source: OECD report
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The role of the central bank

The Bank of Japan increased its share of JGB from 40 to 90% of its balance sheet. 
In April 2018, BoJ’s share of the JBG market increased to 47.5% from 47% in March.

BoJs share of JGB market, amount (%)

Source: JMA
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Worldwide central banks are glutted with sovereign bonds

Cumulative central banks balance sheets (in million USD)

Source: FRB, ECB, BoJ, Evercore ISI
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Features of a sovereign-backed currency
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Means of Payment 
• Japan has restructured its PSA regulation
• Digital means of payment are multiplying and spreading (e.g. Mobile Suica)
• Legal tender: bank notes must be accepted as means of payment

Unit of Account
• Sovereign currency is an official way to measure goods and services 
• They are the unit of account of budget, and JGB
• To be an acceptable unit of account, the currency needs to be stable otherwise 

parallel moneys replace the local currency

Instrument of Reserve
• The currency of most debt instruments
• Sovereign currencies bear interest
• A reflection of economic value

Which are preserved by Central banks and other government institutions

The yen has all three functions



Sovereign state
• Sole ability to define legal tender
• Currencies are a sovereign privilege

Government authorities
• Debt issuance
• Foreign Exchange policy

Central banks
• Issuing institution
• Monetary policy:

Secure price stability and reduce inflation risk
Financial stability

Why sovereign-backed money works
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Institutional stability
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Virtual currencies and sovereign-backed currencies

Characteristics of a sovereign backed currency that are not yet available to virtual currencies
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Legal tender: the legal tender is making it compulsory and legal to accept the sovereign 
backed currency. Acceptance of virtual currencies is optional.

Sovereign status: the Yen is the sovereign currency of Japan. Virtual currencies are not a 
reflection of the sovereignty of any nation.

Issuer: the Bank of Japan is the issuer of the Japanese Yen, that is accounted for on its 
balance sheet. Virtual currencies are not issued by an institution that is compelled to 
accept it against other currencies. 

Foreign Exchange: governments and central banks do not have a foreign exchange policy 
towards virtual currencies. Virtual currencies are not international: they are foreign 
currencies in each country. 

Central Banks: no central bank is responsible for any form of financial stability and inflation 
policy. They respond to supply and demand. 



Virtual currencies and sovereign-backed currencies

Why did investors go to virtual currencies?
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• The innovative nature of the blockchain technology attracted millennials.
• Mistrust in “government power” led the search for alternatives.
• The central banks low interest rate policies reduced the attraction of traditional debt 

instruments.
• Money laundering regulation restricted opportunities for black money to use sovereign-

backed currencies.
• Media and strong crypt-communities promoted virtual currencies to the public.
• Confusion was created by calling crypto-assets a form of “currency”.
• “Exchanges” gave the impression that the safeguards of an exchange were applicable to 

trading platforms.
• Worldwide, most regulators had a slow response to the rising popularity.

It is the combination of these factors that explains the success of the virtual 
currencies. I expect the recent price correction and regulatory initiatives to 
redefine the level playing field of virtual currencies. Because of those factors they 
will continue to flourish but also consolidate and stabilize.



Virtual currencies as money

Japan is one of the most successful and forward-thinking countries in 
regulating virtual currencies.

Virtual currency as defined in Japan:
- Can be used for payments, and can be sold and purchased
- Electronically recorded proprietary value, transferred through a 

computer network
- Not qualified as a Japanese currency (or other sovereign-backed 

currency)

Virtual currencies do not have the same impact on the economy as fiat 
money, so far.

Expanding the economy through virtual currencies
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Virtual currency

Volatility diminishes the potential of virtual currencies to be used as payments; it rather 
makes trading interesting. Bitcoin price development in Yen:

15Source: Business Insider



Virtual currency

Where do virtual currencies fulfill roles of sovereign-backed money, and where do they differ?
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There is nothing wrong with the Yen; 
alternative ways to achieve same goals. What is 
the role of payment systems?

Virtual currencies imply a loss of control for the 
sovereign state, for lawmakers. Bitcoin is not 
Japanese currency, it is a global currency. 

Source: BIS

Use of cash relative to GDP
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